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As a centrally significant part o{enuironmentaL management, an enuironmental management system
(EMS) brings together uarious strategies and tools
to form a systematic whole. An EMS is aimed at the
continual improuement of enuironmental performance within an organisation engaged in wood production and wood procurement. I n addition to enuironmental protection, the concept of caring for the enuironment includes sustainable forest management.
An EMS helps the wood production and wood procurement organisation to create an enuironmental
policy that can be realised as well as enuironmental
objectiues and targets deriued there from. The co n-

struction and application of an EMS is a deuelopment and learning process {r01n the uiewpoint of the
organisation.
The clarification work concerning the EMS of an organisation engaged in wood production and wood
procu rement is based on the ISO 14001 enuironmental management system standard. The output
materia[ of the clarification is intended to be used as
support materia[ for information dissemination and
training related to enuironmental management in
wood production and wood procurem ent, and by organisations wishing to construct enuironmental management systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The significance of the management of environmental
matters has increased in the end-user markets for
forest industry products. The environmental performance of an organisation responsible for the supply ofwood raw materia! to industry is ofincreasing
significance to the organisation's external and internal interested parties. Achieving a good standard of
care ofthe environment presupposes that the organisation commit itselfto a systematic approach and to
the continual improvement ofits environmental performance.
Quality management systems and environmental
management systems have much in common. As
leadership systems, they both strive towards enhancing activities, which is achieved by thejoint commitment of all members of the organisation. Indeed,
this clarification work has the aim of describing the
quality management system and the environmental
management system to the organisation in the one
and the same manual.
The foremost models for environmental management
systems are provided by environmental management
system standards BS 7750 and ISO 14001 and the
EMAS regulation. The construction, use and maintenance of an EMS, as well as a manual model, are
described in this report in accordance with the envi-

ronmental management system standard ISO 14001.
As regards a quality management system, the description is based on the quality assurance standard
ISO 9001. The application ofthe voluntary EU environmental regulation, EMAS, is reviewed at a general level.
The ISO 14001 environmental management system
standard defines the requirements for the development, realisation and maintenance of an EMS. The
purpose is to ensure that the enterprise's environmental policy and objectives get to be implemented
in practice as well. Enterprises themselves define the
level of the objectives for environmental protection
and the pace at which the environmental performance is to be enhanced.
Enocell Oy, Kymin Paperiteollisuus Oy, Metsä-Serla Oy, and Wisaforest Oy are Finnish forest industry
companies operating EMSs based on the BS 7750
environmental management system standard. Many
wood production and wood procurement organisations are in the process of planning their environmental management systems.
The term wood production and wood procurement
organisation is used here as referring to an enterprise's forest department or a separate wood production and wood procurement enterprise.
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Figure 1. The structure of an environmental management system in accordance with ISO 14001
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Figure 2. Planning and constructing an environmental management system

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CLARIFICATION
The framework for the implementation of the clarification is provided by interviewing of the persons
responsible for the environmental matters within
wood production and wood procurement organisations. The enterprises covered hy these interviews
are as follows: Enso-Gutzeit Oy, the Finnish Forest
and Park Service, Metsäliitto, Myllykoski Paper,
Tehdaspuu Oy, Veitsiluoto Oy, and United Paper
Mills. In addition to the representatives of the said
companies, the proj ect team has been assisted hy a
representative of Forestry Centre Tapio. A summary was produced hased on the interviews. It was with
this summary as the hasis that the project team defined the project's goal as heing that of producing a
framework structure for the memher companies and
particularly to provide tools to assist member companies in their endeavour to construct a comhined
wood production and wood procurement quality and
environmental management system.
The undertaking has been carried out hy rearranging the Metsäteho memorandum on The Principles
and Structure of the Wood Procurement Quality
Management System and Quality Manual, and hy
providing supplementary material as required for an
environmental management system.

PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
At the construction stage of its environmental management system , the organisation is required to clarify the content and possihle shortcomings ofits processes, and the state ofmanagem ent ofenvironmental

matters. Procedures and action directives are then
developed as the result of these analyses.
Different tools required in the construction of an EMS
have been described in the course of this clarification work. Using these tools, organisations are in
a position to identify the environmental aspects connected to their activities and to identify their environmental impact, legal and other official requirements, and the requirements of other programmes
to which organisations are committed or intend to
commit themselves to. The identification of environmental impacts also involves giving due consideration for the concerns of customers and other interested parties.
The assessment model formulated in connection with
the clarification work depicts the interaction ofwood
production and wood procurement processes with the
environment. Assessment involves taking a stand on
the significance of the interaction hetween the
organisation's activities and the environment as regards its quality and force. In addition to assessing
the significance of this interaction, the model assesses the risk associated with the environmental
impact and the measurahility of this impact.
The organisation places significant environmental
impacts in order of priority. With this as the hasis,
the organisation then proceeds to define its environmental policy, ohjectives and tar gets, a nd its action
programme.
An organisation's environmental policy is a puhlic
document and at everyone's disposal. The action programme defines the concrete actions to he taken,
their timetahle, the organisation a nd r esponsihilities
required for the environmental ohjectives and targets to he achieved .
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THE APPLICATION, MAINTENANCE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
An environmental management system sets out the
measures and the timetable whereby the implementation of an organisation's environmental policy and
the functionality of its EMS are assured. A quality
and environmental management system embodies
the action instructions and procedures which ensure
the appropriate implementation of the care of environmental matters. The said system also provides
clear action and reporting instructions for emergency situations.
The aim is to prevent inappropriate measures from
being applied. Those carrying the work ensure the
content a nd comprehensibility of work instruction
a nd orders before work commences. With the work
assignment completed, an assessment is made as to
the appropriate execution of the work and the person responsible is provided with reports concerning
deviations from work instructions or work orders.
The appropriateness of the initial and final assurance procedure can be monitored on the basis of
sample observations executed for the purpose of quality assurance . In the case of wood harvesting, the
r es ults of regional wood harvesting and environmental assessments carried out by regional forestry
boards can be used as part of the quality assurance
procedure.
Numerous entrepreneurs are employed as contractors in the carrying out ofwood production and wood
procurement works . These contractors are provided
with the corresponding training and the corresponding instructions as obligate the enterprise's own staff
in matters related to environmental protection.
Wood procurement organisations inform suppliers
of wood raw materia! at home and abroad of their
care-of-the-environment goals concerning wood deliveries. The purpose in doing so is to promote the
development of corresponding care of the environment in the production and procurement of domestic and foreign wood raw materia!.

The appropriate functionality of an EMS is assured
through internal and external a uditing and reviews.
These audits should be learning and development
processes by nature . The area ofresponsibility ofthe
organisation on which auditing focuses on is encouraged to develop its environmental management, as
well as its other functions.
When deemed necessary, an environmental programme can be supplemented with the results of
audits forming the basis. Management reviews are
used to ensure that the organisation's environmental
performance corresponds to the goals and objectives
of its environmental policy.
An EMS includes maintenance and development
procedures through which the system's adaptability
to changing situations is assured.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Metsäteho, the Finnish Forest Industries' Federation's R&D unit, shall publish a results binder on
this clarification. The said publication will include
clarifications on the environmentalleadership principles appropriate for wood production and wood procurement, on the tools available for constructing an
EMS, on the steering and assurance measures necessary in these actions, of environmental records, and
on the audits and management reviews. The results
report will also include a model of a combined quality and environmental management system manual.
The results binder's materia! willlend itselfto application in information dissemination, training, and
as support materia! for organisations constructing
environmental management systems.
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